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Abstract
Building interval software interoperability can be a good solution when re-using

high-quality legacy code or when accessing functionalities unavailable natively in one
of the software environments. C-XSC is a C++ class library supporting data objects
and problem solving modules for computing with uncertain (interval) data and pro-
viding validated numerical results. This work focuses on the integration of C-XSC
modules that require nonlinear functions as input data, in particular the modules
for automatic di�erentiation, in Mathematica via MathLink communication protocol.
A key result of this work is a mechanism (and software) which communicates and
provides compatibility between the representation of nonlinear functions speci�ed as
Mathematica expressions and objects of suitable classes supported by the C-XSC auto-
matic di�erentiation modules. The application of this basic communication software
is demonstrated by developing three MathLink compatible programs which embed
in Mathematica the three C-XSC modules for automatic di�erentiation as packages.
The design methodology, some implementation issues and the use of both the basic
software communicating functional expressions and the interfacing MathLink software
embedding automatic di�erentiation modules in Mathematica are discussed.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, the ability of a system or a product to work with other systems or products without
special e�ort from the user is a key issue in manufacturing and industrial enterprise generally
[11]. It is fundamental to the production of goods and services quickly and at low cost at the
same time as maintaining levels of quality and customisation. Although the remarkable progress
in interconnect technology, building integrated scienti�c applications from multiple disciplines still
presents a challenge for the software developers.

Interval analysis [12] is an emerging discipline lately developed to a high standard. The cor-
responding techniques for self-validated computing have proven their merit in many applications
forming the understanding that interval analysis will remain one of the dominant approaches for
reliable uncertainty quanti�cation, cf. [7]. As the numerical methods based on interval analysis
expand in their range and applications, the number and diversity of interval software increase
rapidly. However, the diversity in the implementation supporting environments and in the interval
data representations hampers their collaborative usage. The comparative software testing presents
another challenge. For many years there is a considerable interaction between computer algebra
and interval computations. Providing interoperability between the general-purpose environments
for scienti�c/technical computing (like Mathematica, Maple, etc.), which possess several features
(dynamics and interactivity of the environment, symbolic and algebraic computations, numerics
on various data types, powerful graphics programming, interfaces, etc.) not attributable to the
compiled languages, and the interval software, developed in some compiled language for e�ciency
reasons, is highly desirable due to the many positive consequences for both environments [13].
Due to the necessity of avoiding decimal-to-binary/binary-to-decimal input/output conversions of
oating-point data, the most suitable approach when providing interoperability between interval
software is that based on communication protocols.

A recent project aims at establishing a general framework for delivering external speci�c arith-
metic tools and implementations of interval algorithms, provided by the C++ class library C-XSC
[8, 10], in the general purpose environment of Mathematica [18] via the communication proto-
col MathLink. C-XSC is an open source library which facilitates the implementation of reliable
numerical methods. Beside a lot of prede�ned numeric data types and the corresponding arith-
metic of maximum accuracy for computations in most traditional numerical spaces, the C-XSC
environment provides also dotprecision types and several multiple precision data types. A lot of
problem-solving numerical routines delivering validated results are involved1 in the distribution of
C-XSC or provided as external modules or additional software systems [3, 9]. Some preliminary
research [13, 14] showed that the communication of real/complex oating-point (interval) data
between Mathematica and C-XSC is transparent but requires a minor e�ort in providing compat-
ibility between the fundamental C data types and the speci�c C-XSC data types. The numerical
interoperability opens up an array of possibilities for both environments. However, the important
problems of isolating zeros of nonlinear functions (one- and multi-dimensional), guaranteed global
optimization (one- and multi-dimensional), and automatic di�erentiation (AD) of interval func-
tions, for which there are C-XSC modules, as well as many other problems are formulated in terms
of nonlinear functions, respectively require the latter as input data. Therefore, the communica-
tion of functional expressions from Mathematica to C-XSC is an important step toward creating
a general interface that allows using all application functions delivered with C-XSC from within
Mathematica. Presently, the users of C-XSC program and compile separately each problem that
they want to solve. The communication of functional expressions will provide a background for

1the former C++ Toolbox for Veri�ed Computing [6]
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developingMathematica interface to the corresponding C-XSC modules allowing thus dynamic and
interactive solving of such problems. The latter means dynamic and interactive execution of the
corresponding C-XSC problem solving functions without any precompilation.

Contrary to communicating numerical data, the communication and the representation com-
patibility of functional expressions in the considered environments is not that straightforward.
Special research and implementation of particular dedicated software is necessary to provide such
interoperability. Beside the design of an unambiguous exchange reference model, the speci�c of
interval function evaluations require addressing also questions as: how to prevent automatic sim-
pli�cation of the expressions in Mathematica and how to transmit expressions in di�erent forms
which are equivalent. The goal of this paper is to discuss some issues related to communication
of functional expressions from Mathematica to C-XSC and to present the software tools developed
for this purpose. Since all of C-XSC problem solvers for nonlinear functions are built on top of
the automatic di�erentiation arithmetic supported by three C-XSC modules, the particular goal
of the present work is to provide compatibility between the functional expressions speci�ed in
Mathematica and the speci�c data type objects used in the C-XSC AD modules. A follow-up goal
is the integration of all C-XSC modules working with nonlinear functions in the environment of
Mathematica.

The paper is organized to be self-contained as much as possible. Section 2 presents shortly
the C-XSC modules of automatic di�erentiation: the supported data type classes, prede�ned func-
tions and their usage. Some aspects of C-XSC that are important for the present development
are also discussed in this section. The notion of expression in Mathematica and some speci�c
implementation issues are presented in the next section. Section 4 is devoted to the basic software
communicating nonlinear functions, speci�ed in Mathematica, to the respective C-XSC class ob-
jects. The design principles and their implementation are discussed therein in some details. As a
proof of concept and illustrating the application of this tool, three interfacing MathLink programs
are developed which embed in Mathematica the corresponding C-XSC modules for automatic dif-
ferentiation as packages. Section 5 describes their implementation and use. The paper ends by
some conclusions.

2 C-XSC Background
2.1 C-XSC Modules
The computation of guaranteed enclosures of function values (ranges) is essential for all interval
methods. Many algorithms with result veri�cation, e.g. those for �nding zeros, minima or maxima
of nonlinear functions, need computing enclosures also of the values of function derivatives. The
techniques of automatic di�erentiation are frequently applied in solving ODEs, sensitivity analysis,
bifurcation studies, and continuation methods. C-XSC [3, 8, 10], formerly the CToolbox library
[6], contains modules for automatic di�erentiation based on interval operations to get guaranteed
enclosures for the function value and the derivative values up to the order two in the one dimensional
case, respectively, the gradient and the hessian values in the multi-dimensional case. In this section
we shortly review the usage of the three C-XSC modules for automatic di�erentiation.

The C-XSC module ddf ari implements automatic di�erentiation arithmetic for one dimen-
sional functions f : R! R which are twice continuously di�erentiable. This module supports the
class DerivType including operations and elementary functions for the di�erentiation arithmetic
up to second order. An object of type DerivType is implemented as a triple of intervals repre-
senting the function value, the value of the �rst derivative, and the value of the second derivative,
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respectively. To get enclosures for the true values of the function and its derivatives, the di�eren-
tiation arithmetic is based on interval arithmetic. That is, the three components of the DerivType
object are replaced by the corresponding interval values, and all arithmetic operations and function
evaluations are executed in interval arithmetic.

Any application program using the C-XSC module ddf ari must contain a C++ function, with
argument type DerivType and result type DerivType, which speci�es the functional expression.
For example, a function f(x) = x(4+ x)=(3� x) should be speci�ed in a C++ function as follows.
DerivType f(const DerivType& x)
{

return x*(4.0 + x)/(3.0 - x);
}
With the declarations
DerivType x, fx;
interval y(123.0), fy, dfy, ddfy;
the following two objects of class DerivType contain a variable with value y and the representation
of f(x) in the point y, respectively.
x = DerivVar(y); //independent variable
fx = f(x);
Then, we compute enclosures for the function value and the derivative values in the point y = 123:0.
fy = fValue(fx); // computing enclosure of the function value
dfy = dfValue(fx); // computing enclosure of the first derivative
ddfy = ddfValue(fx);// computing enclosure of the second derivative
The C-XSC functions fEval(), dfEval(), ddfEval() simplify the mechanism of function and
derivative evaluation. Thus, a straightforward evaluation of the three enclosures can be obtained
by
ddfEval(f, y, fy, dfy, ddfy);

C-XSC contains two modules for multi-dimensional automatic di�erentiation. The module
hess ari supplies di�erentiation arithmetic for gradients and Hessians of scalar-valued functions
f : Rn ! R. The module can be also used to compute Jacobians of vector-valued functions
f : Rn ! Rn. The module grad ari supplies special gradient arithmetic for computing only
gradients of scalar-valued functions and Jacobians of vector-valued functions without the storage
overhead for the Hessian components.

The module hess ari supports the de�nitions of the classes HessType and HTvector, as well
as operators and elementary functions for interval di�erentiation arithmetic for gradients and Hes-
sians. The module grad ari supports the de�nitions of the classes GradType and GTvector. These
classes include operators and elementary functions for an interval di�erentiation arithmetic for gra-
dients, as well as functions which simplify the mechanism of function and derivative evaluation.
The design, implementation and the application of these three modules are similar. For more de-
tails and examples we refer to the corresponding C-XSC header �les and [6]. Table 1 summarizes
the supported data types and the evaluation routines in the three C-XSC automatic di�erentiation
modules.
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C-XSC module ddf ari grad ari hess ari
scalar func. R! R Rn ! R Rn ! R
object type DerivType GradType HessType
arg. type DerivType GTvector HTvector
prede�ned fValue(DerivType) fValue(GradType) fValue(HessType)
functions dfValue(DerivType) gradValue(GradType) gradValue(HessType)

ddfValue(DerivType) hessValue(HessType)
fEval() fEvalG() fEvalH()
dfEval() fgEvalG() fgEvalH()
ddfEval() fghEvalH()

vector func. Rn ! Rn Rn ! Rn
object type GTvector HTvector
arg. type GTvector HTvector
prede�ned fValue(GTvector) fValue(HTvector)
functions JacValue(GTvector) JacValue(HTvector)

fEvalJ() fEvalJ()
fJEvalJ() fJEvalJ()

Table 1: C-XSC modules for automatic di�erentiation: supported data types and prede-
�ned routines.

Since several C-XSC problem solving modules, e.g. for one or multi-dimensional zeros of
functions and for one or multi-dimensional global optimization (Table 2), use the corresponding
modules for automatic di�erentiation, the usage of these problem-solving modules also requires
that the user de�nes C++ functions with corresponding variable and result types which specify
the expression of the function in use. These functions are compiled together with the corresponding
main program and the functional expression cannot be changed during the program execution.

problem solving module nlfzero gop1 nlinsys gop
description zeros of 1D 1D global zeros of nD nD global

functions optimization functions optimization
used AD module ddf ari ddf ari grad ari hess ari

Table 2: C-XSC problem solving modules using automatic di�erentiation arithmetic.

2.2 Implementation Speci�c of C-XSC
2.2.1 Elementary Functions
The three C-XSC modules for automatic di�erentiation arithmetic include derivative constants and
variables with both real and interval arguments, prede�ned arithmetic operations � 2 f+;�;�; =g
for any combination of real, interval and DerivType (or HessType, GradType, resp.), and the
elementary functions enlisted in Table 3 that are prede�ned for the corresponding DerivType,
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HessType or GradType argument.
sqr(x) power(x; k) sqrt(x) exp(x) ln
sin cos tan cot asin acos atan acot
sinh cosh tanh coth asinh acosh atanh acoth

Table 3: Elementary functions (C-XSC syntax, k in the power function is integer) involved
in the di�erentiation arithmetic modules.
Thus, any functional expression of one- or multi-dimensional function may involve only real/interval
constants, the four arithmetic operations and the elementary functions enlisted in Table 3. Al-
though the present version of C-XSC contains a lot of other mathematical functions, presented in
Table 4, these functions cannot be used explicitly in the functional expressions specifying function
objects of types DerivType, HessType or GradType.
function function function function
de�nition in C-XSC de�nition in C-XSC

xy pow(x, y) e�x2 expmx2(x)
npx = x1=n sqrt(x, n) ex � 1 expm1(x)
p1 + x2 sqrt1px2(x) ex2 expx2(x)px+ 1� 1 sqrtp1m1(x) ex2 � 1 expx2m1(x)px2 � 1 sqrtx2m1(x) ln (1 + x) lnp1(x)p1� x2 sqrt1mx2(x) arccosh(1 + x) acoshp1(x)px2 + y2 sqrtx2y2(x,y) ln (px2 + y2) = 0:5 ln (x2 + y2) ln�sqrtx2y2(x,y)

Table 4: Speci�c C-XSC functions. Everywhere n is an integer argument. x, y are reals
in rmath.hpp/cpp and intervals in imath.hpp/cpp.

2.2.2 Error Handling
The implementation of the three modules for automatic di�erentiation uses the standard error
handling (runtime error) of the interval library employed in case of some error during the function
or the derivatives evaluation [6]. For example, the standard error handling (runtime error) is
invoked if a division by zero occurs while computing the function or derivative value, as well as
if there are domain violations in the evaluation of the elementary functions. Note also that many
derivative values may overow even when the function values are evaluated safely. If no error
occurs in the automatic di�erentiation, the problem solving modules which use the automatic
di�erentiation usually return other speci�c error codes.
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2.2.3 Data Conversion
Since numerical computations are usually executed on non-decimal oating-point systems, the
conversion of decimal constants and input data is generally a�ected with a small conversion error.
This problem should be kept in mind when using the modules and programs from the environment
of C-XSC and generally when applying result veri�cation techniques. If some of the input data is
a�ected with conversion errors, the results of a veri�cation procedure are proven for the converted
input data only, but not for the original decimal problem. The conversion errors can be controlled
by interval enclosures of the real constants. To solve conversion problems correctly, or to check
whether a real input parameter is converted exactly, C-XSC provides a variety of facilities, see [6].
Chapter 3.7 in [6] also points out some pitfalls in specifying interval expressions in C-XSC. For
example, in C-XSC, probably the most natural way to achieve an enclosure of 1:1 (which is not
exactly representable in a binary format) is by the following code.
interval x;
x = 11.0/interval(10.0);
The rules for getting true enclosures in connection with conversion errors apply especially when
specifying functional expressions that will be used by the C-XSC modules for automatic di�eren-
tiation.

3 Expressions in Mathematica
At the core of Mathematica is the foundational idea that everything | data, programs, formulas,
graphics, documents | can be represented as symbolic expressions. Although they often look very
di�erent, Mathematica represents all of these things in one uniform way. They are all expressions.
A prototypical example of a Mathematica expression is f[x,y]. f[x,y] can be used to represent
a mathematical function f(x; y). The function is named f , and it has two arguments, x and y.
The arguments of all Mathematica functions are enclosed in square brackets. It is not necessary
to write expressions in the form f[x,y,...]. For example, x+y is also an expression. When it
is typed in x+y, Mathematica converts it to the standard form Plus[x,y]. Then, when it prints
it out again, it gives it as x+y. The same is true of other \operators", such as ^ (Power) and /
(Divide), and everything typed into Mathematica is treated as an expression.

All expressions { whatever they may represent { ultimately have a uniform structure. The
function FullForm gives the full functional form of an expression, without shortened syntax. Here
is an expression.
In[1] := 1 + x^2 + (y + z)^2
Out[1] = 1 + x2 + (y + z)2
Its full form has several nested pieces.
In[2] := FullForm[Out[1]]
Out[2]//FullForm = Plus[1, Power[x, 2], Power[Plus[y, z], 2]]

All expressions in Mathematica are ultimately built from a small number of distinct types of
atomic elements. These objects have heads which are symbols that can be thought of as \tagging"
their types. The objects contain \raw data", which can usually be accessed only by functions
speci�c to the particular type of object. These basic objects are: Symbol, String, Integer,
Real, Rational, and Complex.
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Mathematica symbols are the ultimate atoms of symbolic data. Every symbol has an unique
name, exists in a certain Mathematica context or namespace, and can have a variety of types of
values and attributes. Symbols are the basic named objects inMathematica. The name of a symbol
must be a sequence of letters, letter-like forms and digits, not starting with a digit. Uppercase and
lowercase letters are always distinguished in Mathematica.

Whenever Mathematica knows that a function is associative, it tries to remove parentheses (or
nested invocations of the function) to get the function into a standard \attened" form.
In[1] := {c*(b*a), Times[c, Times[a, b]]}
Out[1] = {a b c, a b c}
A function like addition or multiplication is not only associative, but also commutative, which
means that expressions like a + c + b and a + b + c with terms in di�erent orders are equal.
Once again, Mathematica tries to put all such expressions into a \standard" form. The standard
form it chooses is the one in which all the terms are in a de�nite order, corresponding roughly
to alphabetical order. Although the arithmetic functions Subtract and Divide are supported in
Mathematica, whenever used they are converted to function Plus, respectively a combination of
Times and Power.
In[2] := FullForm[{x/y, Divide[x, y]}]
Out[2]//FullForm = List[Times[x,Power[y,-1]], Times[x,Power[y,-1]]]

One reason for putting expressions into standard forms is that if two expressions are really in
standard form, it is obvious whether or not they are equal. However, it is not always desirable that
expressions be reduced to the same standard form. This is especially valid in interval arithmetic,
where the machine addition and multiplication are not associative, and in range computation, where
di�erent forms of an expression can give di�erent quality of the range enclosure. The Mathematica
function Hold[expr] can be used for keeping the expression expr in an unevaluated form. The
function provides \wrappers" inside which the expressions remain unevaluated.
In[2] := x*Hold[b*a] //FullForm
Out[2]//FullForm = x Hold[b a]

When the user types in an expression, Mathematica automatically applies its large repertoire
of rules for transforming expressions. These rules include the standard rules of algebra, such as
x�x = 0, together with much more sophisticated rules involving higher mathematical functions. In
the following simple example it rearranges and combines terms using the standard rules of algebra.
In[3] := x y + 2 x^2 y + y^2 x^2 - 2 y x
Out[3] = -x y + 2 x^2 y + x^2 y^2
The function Hold can be also used for preventing an expression of being simpli�ed.

In general, the large collection of Mathematica functions for algebraic and symbolic manip-
ulation, as well as for structural manipulation, can be combined with the function Hold to put
a functional expression in many di�erent but equivalent forms which be evaluated by interval
arithmetic.
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4 Communicating Functional Expressions from Mathemat-
ica to C-XSC

In this section we present a MathLink compatible basic C++ software, called ADExpressions,
which communicates dynamically via the MathLink protocol functional expressions de�ned in
Mathematica and in evaluation converts them into objects of C-XSC automatic di�erentiation
classes representing the function (and its derivatives). This software is intended as a basic tool
allowing the integration of C-XSC AD modules and modules using AD in the environment of
Mathematica.
4.1 Algorithm
The main goal of the basic communication software ADExpressions is to provide compatibility
between the Mathematica representation of a functional expression and the corresponding C-XSC
representation used by the C-XSC modules for automatic di�erentiation. Therefore, analogously to
the communication of numerical data from Mathematica to C-XSC (cf. [13]), the communication
of Mathematica functional expressions should read the Mathematica expression via appropriate
MathLink tools, parse the expression providing compatibility between the operations and the ele-
mentary functions in both environments, and represent the parsed expression appropriately so that
the evaluation generates objects of suitable C-XSC automatic di�erentiation classes (DerivType,
GradType, GTVector, HessType, HTVector).

The above work is organized in two separate main stages.
1. Initialization. The input expression coming from Mathematica via the MathLink protocol is

parsed and stored in an appropriate C++ representation.
2. Evaluation. Read from Mathematica a particular interval value for each of the expression

variables, substitute the expression variables (in the internal expression representation) with
objects of respective classes DerivType, GradType, GTVector, HessType, HTVector, where
the objects are instantiated with the input values, and evaluate the expression according to
its internal representation and by the respective automatic di�erentiation arithmetic. The re-
sult of the evaluation is an object of the appropriate C-XSC class, namely one of DerivType,
GradType, GTVector, HessType, HTVector.

The initialization and the evaluation stages are separated in order to provide re-usability of the
evaluation step. Once the initialization is done successfully, the evaluation can be invoked multiple
times with di�erent sets of variable values without need for re-initializing the expression object.
4.1.1 Initialization
In the initialization stage the expression formula is parsed and converted from the canonical Math-
ematica form to a post�x (reverse Polish) notation [5, 19]. A list, below called representation list,
is used to store the arguments and operators/functions in reverse Polish notation. For example, an
expression having the canonicalMathematica form Plus[Sin[y], x] is stored as fy; Sin; x; P lusg,
where the number of arguments for each function is known.

A nonlinear function, represented in Mathematica by a functional expression, may contain
� numerical constants: integer, real, interval and the constants represented by theMathematica
symbols E and Pi;
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The interval constants should be represented by the Mathematica object Interval[fa,
bg], where the interval end-points a, b can be integer or real numbers. Exact singletons
cannot be used at the interval end-points but can be used in the other parts of a functional
expression. Mathematica numbers with heads Rational and Complex, as well as another
syntax of the interval object are not admissible for the functional expression to be parsed.

� variables having interval values;
The names of the variables should follow the Mathematica convention for names (see Section
3), or be Mathematica indexed variables with the syntax name[i], where name is a symbol
name and i is an integer.

� arithmetic operations, a set of elementary functions, and the Mathematica function Hold.
The set of Mathematica functions which are admissible for usage in the Mathematica func-
tional expression are enlisted in Table 5.

In order to provide compatibility between the Mathematica representation of the formula and
its C-XSC representation, the following transformations are performed during the parsing.
T.1 All the admissible functions in an input Mathematica expression have one or two arguments,

except for the functions Plus and Times which are associative for exact arguments. During
the parsing multi-argument functions Plus and Times are replaced by multiple two-argument
functions. For example, Plus[a, b, c] becomes Plus[Plus[a, b], c], which in post�x
notation becomes fa, b, Plus, c, Plusg. Therefore, we assume that all functions in the
expression have one or two arguments.

T.2 All non-interval numerical constants are stored as C-XSC point intervals. Corresponding
C-XSC interval constants containing the true value of the constants E and Pi are used.

T.3 When all arguments of a function are constants, it is evaluated by the corresponding C-XSC
function and the enclosing interval constant is stored in the internal representation.

T.4 For every two-argument function there are three internal representations corresponding to
all combinations of the argument types (constant or expression). The commutative func-
tions have two internal representations. Thus, the function Plus, which is commutative,
is represented internally by two classes, say plus(expr1, expr2) and plus(const, expr).
During the initialization, depending on the type of the particular arguments, it is determined
which of the two classes will be used in the internal representation. In case of a constant
argument, the second representation class plus(const, expr) is used and it is initialized
with the particular constant value.

T.5 Mathematica functions, like the logarithm to a base, power function with real exponent, se-
cant and cosecant, which are not supported by the C-XSC automatic di�erentiation modules,
are transformed to relevant compound C-XSC expressions, see Table 5.

4.1.2 Evaluation
The evaluation stage consists of three actions:

� Reading a numerical interval for each variable. It is assumed that an interval comes from
Mathematica as a two-dimensional list of the interval end-points. The order � of the interval
end-points is not checked by the communication software, so a C-XSC runtime error can arise
in case the relation is not ful�lled.
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Mathematica C-XSC Comments
operator or function representation
+, �, �, = +, �, �, = Section 3, T.1
Hold[Subtract[x,y]] x�y
Hold[Divide[x,y]] x=y
^, Power[x, y Integer] sqr(x) if y=2

power(x, y) other integer y
Power[E, y], Hold[Exp[x]] exp(x)
^, Power[x, y] exp(ln(x)*y) otherwise
Hold[Sqrt[x]] sqrt(x)
Log[x], Log[E, x] ln(x) natural logarithm
Log[b,x] ln(x)/ln(b) logarithm to base b
Sin[x],Cos[x],Tan[x],Cot[x] sin(x); cos(x); tan(x); cot(x)
Sinh[x], Cosh[x] sinh(x); cosh(x)
Tanh[x], Coth[x] tanh(x); coth(x)
ArcSin[x], ArcCos[x] asin(x), acos(x)
ArcTan[x], ArcCot[x] atan(x), acot(x)
ArcSinh[x], ArcCosh[x] asinh(x), acosh(x)
ArcTanh[x], ArcCoth[x] atanh(x), acoth(x)
Csc[x], Sec[x] 1/sin(x), 1/cos(x)
Hold[expr] expr Hold just dropped

Table 5: Mathematica operator symbols and functions, recognized by the expression parser,
and their equivalent C-XSC representation.

� The variables involved in the functional expression are replaced by a variable of appropriate
C-XSC class which contains the concrete interval value(s). Which C-XSC class will be used
depends on the function under evaluation and the particular C-XSC automatic di�erentiation
module, see Table 1.

� The evaluation of an expression in post�x notation is done by using a stack. The post�x
expression to be evaluated is scanned from left to right. Variables or constants are pushed
onto the stack. When an operator/function is encountered, the indicated action is performed
(by the particular C-XSC di�erentiation arithmetic) using the top elements of the stack, and
the result replaces the operands on the stack.
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4.2 Implementation
All functions and classes of our basic communication software ADExpressions are de�ned in the
namespace mlcxsc2. Hence, it is required to qualify each identi�er of the module with mlcxsc::
or to use the directive using namespace mlcxsc. ADExpressions consists of two basic template
classes:

� MLCXSCFunctionScalar<class T>
which communicates, represents and evaluates one- or multi-variate scalar functions f(x) :
R �! R or f(x) : Rn �! R;

� MLCXSCFunctionVector<class T>
which communicates, represents and evaluates vector-valued functions f(x) : Rn �! Rn.

The template parameter T in the class MLCXSCFunctionScalar can be one of the three C-XSC
data types DerivType, GradType, or HessType, corresponding to the respective C-XSC automatic
di�erentiation modules. The two template classes are intended to work with the communication
protocol MathLink since in their initialization it is supposed that the functional expression is in
the MathLink queue. Below we give shortly the prototype of MLCXSCFunctionScalar
template<class Type>
class MLCXSCFunctionScalar
{
...
public:
...

void Init(const std::string& aVariable);
void Init(const std::vector<std::string>& aVariables);
Type operator()(const Type& aVariableValue);
Type operator()(const typename MLCXSCTypeTraits<Type>::VectorType&

aVariableValues);
bool IsInitialized() const;
void Invalidate();

};
and the prototype of MLCXSCFunctionVector.
template<class Type> class MLCXSCFunctionVector
{
...
public:
...

void Init(const std::string& aVariable);
void Init(const std::vector<std::string>& aVariables);
typename MLCXSCTypeTraits<Type>::VectorType operator()(const Type&

aVariableValue);
typename MLCXSCTypeTraits<Type>::VectorType operator()
2"ml" in the abbreviation mlcxsc comes from MathLink.
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(const typename MLCXSCTypeTraits<Type>::VectorType& aVariableValues);
bool IsInitialized() const;
void Invalidate();

};
The second line member functions Init() and operator() in the prototypes of both template
classes are not de�ned for the C-XSC data type DerivType if the length of aVariables is greater
than 1.

A traits class MLCXSCTypeTraits de�nes those properties of the template types DerivType,
GradType, HessType which have di�erent implementation for each template type. One of these
properties de�nes the vector type corresponding to a template type (e.g. GTVector for GradType,
HTVector for HessType). Other properties check or return the dimension of the above vector
objects. The code below illustrates part of the specialization of MLCXSCTypeTraits for the C-XSC
data types DerivType, GradType and HessType.
template<> class MLCXSCTypeTraits<DerivType>
{ public:

typedef std::vector<DerivType> VectorType;
...

};
template<> class MLCXSCTypeTraits<GradType>
{ public:

typedef GTvector VectorType;
...

};
template<> class MLCXSCTypeTraits<HessType>
{ public:

typedef HTvector VectorType;
...

};
The two basic template classes MLCXSCFunctionScalar and MLCXSCFunctionVector have four

public methods (member functions):
� Init() initializes an object, called representation list, with the functional expression which
should be evaluated. In case of some error it throws an exception with speci�ed corresponding
error message.

� operator() evaluates the function computing its range and the ranges of its �rst and second
derivatives for the given interval values of the variable(s). In case of some error it throws an
exception.

� IsInitialized() returns true if the representation list is initialized and false otherwise.
The representation list is initialized whenever the function Init() has �nished successfully,
then we can call operator().

� Invalidate() makes a representation list not valid.
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Copy constructor and operator= for the template classes MLCXSCFunctionScalar and MLCXSCFun
ctionVector are not implemented.

Below we give the speci�cation for the public methods of MLCXSCFunctionScalar<T> and
MLCXSCFunctionVector<T>. The member function Init() has two overloads. The short version
has the following prototype, respectively.
template <class Type>
void MLCXSCFunctionScalar<Type>::Init(const std::string& aVariable)
{...}
template <class Type>
void MLCXSCFunctionVector<Type>::Init(const std::string& aVariable)
{...}

This overload just wraps aVariable in a std::vector<std::string> and delegates it to the
other overload, which has the following prototype:
template <class Type>
void MLCXSCFunctionScalar<Type>::Init(const std::vector<std::string>& aVariables)
{...}
template <class Type>
void MLCXSCFunctionVector<Type>::Init(const std::vector<std::string>& aVariables)
{...}

Init() initializes an object, called representation list, with the functional expression coming
from Mathematica. The argument aVariables must contain the names of the variables involved
in the functional expression. It is assumed that the user program of ADExpressions initializes the
vector aVariables. At the moment of calling Init(), MathLink should be ready for transmitting
a functional expression coming fromMathematica. Init() callsMathLink functions which read the
Mathematica expression and creates a C++ representation of the functional expression, which will
be used afterward in the function evaluation for particular values of the variables. After a successful
completion of Init() the object representation list is initialized and ready for an execution of
operator(). If before calling Init() the object contains the representation of another functional
expression, the latter is replaced with the new functional expression.

The length of aVariables should be greater than or equal to one for the C-XSC data types
GradType and HessType, and equal to one for the C-XSC data type DerivType. If this is not so,
an exception is thrown.

For the class MLCXSCFunctionVector, the expression coming from Mathematica should be a
list of functional expressions of the type described above for the class MLCXSCFunctionScalar, i.e.
in the form List[expr1, expr2, ...]. The length of this list should be equal to the number of
the input variables (that is the length of aVariables). This means that we can work only with
functions f(x) : Rn �! Rn, which is a restriction of C-XSC.

The member function operator() has two overloads. The short version has the following
prototype, respectively for the two template classes.
template <class Type>
Type MLCXSCFunctionScalar<Type>::operator()(const Type& aVariableValue)
{...}
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template <class Type>
typename MLCXSCTypeTraits<Type>::VectorType
MLCXSCFunctionVector<Type>::operator()(const Type& aVariableValue)
{...}
This overload just wraps aVariable in an array and delegates it to the other overload, which has
the following prototype.
template <class Type>
Type MLCXSCFunctionScalar<Type>::operator()

(const typename MLCXSCTypeTraits<Type>::VectorType& aVariableValues)
{...}
template <class Type>
typename MLCXSCTypeTraits<Type>::VectorType MLCXSCFunctionVector<Type>::operator()

(const typename MLCXSCTypeTraits<Type>::VectorType& aVariableValues)
{...}

The method operator() evaluates the function, computing its range and the ranges of its
derivatives for the values of the argument(s) given in aVariableValues. The dimension of aVariab
leValues should be equal to the number of arguments speci�ed for the method Init(), other-
wise an exception is thrown. If operator() is called before calling Init(), also a corresponding
exception is thrown.

In order to facilitate catching and communicating error messages, an exception class MLCXSCFun-
ctionException is de�ned as follows.
class MLCXSCFunctionException: public std::logic_error
{
public:
enum ErrorCode
{
ecIllegalArgumentError, // Init(), operator() are called with illegal arguments
ecNotInitializedError, // calling operator() before executing Init()
ecExpressionError, // error in parsing a Mathematica expression by Init()
ecInternalError // internal error that should not normally occur

};
private:

ErrorCode mErrorCode;
public:

MLCXSCFunctionException(ErrorCode aErrorCode,
const string& aMessage):std::logic_error(aMessage)

{ mErrorCode = aErrorCode; }
ErrorCode GetErrorCode() const
{ return mErrorCode; }

};
The programmer writing a communication module based on ADExpressions, as well as the end-
user, are interested in the exception message (the method what()) and in the error code (the
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method GetErrorCode()). The error messages are de�ned in su�cient details at the place they
arise and are associated with particular error code. The error code has self-explanatory enumerated
values commented in the above source code. The four values try to minimize the number of
exception types that will be triggered to Mathematica and correspond to four main stages of the
algorithm. Di�erent error messages, regarding the same stage of the algorithm, are communicated
by one error code. For example, all kind of errors that arise during the expression parsing are
associated with and communicated by the ecExpressionError code. Some of these messages are:
Unknown variable, Unknown function, Unknown Data Type, wrong syntax of an interval in the
expression, etc.
4.3 Usage
The software ADExpressions is designed as an auxiliary tool that reads functional expressions
coming from Mathematica and in the evaluation creates objects of suitable C-XSC automatic
di�erentiation classes. Although based on MathLink protocol for communicating the expressions,
this basic software does not contain functions installable inMathematica. Its purpose is to facilitate
the development of such functions, that is, the implementation of external MathLink programs
that integrate C-XSC routines for, or routines based on, automatic di�erentiation arithmetic.
ADExpressions will facilitate the implementation of any other MathLink program that use the C-
XSC AD arithmetic. For example, Mathematica functions implementing new numerical methods
based on AD may use this software.

For the sake of readability, ADExpressions is split into three �les: types.h, expression.h and
expression.cpp (cf. [15]). Everyone who wants to use the software shall include expression.h in
the source �le of the own MathLink program. The next section presents three external MathLink
programs embedding C-XSC modules for AD in Mathematica using the ADExpressions software.
Any of the threeMathLink programs is an excellent example of how to use the basic communication
software ADExpressions and provides a framework for further developments.

5 Embedding C-XSC Automatic Di�erentiation in Mathe-
matica

For the embedding inMathematica of any functionality supported by: the three C-XSC modules for
automatic di�erentiation (Table 1), the four problem-solving modules (Table 2), or any other using
the C-XSC automatic di�erentiation, the basic software communicating functional expressions
must be included in a MathLink program designed for this purpose and implemented according
to MathLink technology. We have designed and implemented as packages separate MathLink
compatible programs for each of the C-XSC modules in Tables 1 and 2.

In this section we present briey three MathLink compatible programs implementing the pack-
ages ddfAri, gradAri, hessAri and embedding in Mathematica the three C-XSC modules for
automatic di�erentiation ddf ari, hess ari, grad ari. Table 6 enlists the Mathematica func-
tions providing interface for the respective C-XSC functions (Table 1) from the corresponding
C-XSC module for AD.

The implementation and the usage of the three packages are similar. Therefore we discuss these
aspects only for gradAri. The electronic supplement archives [16] contain the source code (two
�les, e.g. gradAri.tm/cpp) for each package. The corresponding executables should be built from
these �les and from the basic software for communicating functional expressions [15] following the
normal way of building template-based external functions. Our software works with Mathematica
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MathLink compatible packages
ddfAri gradAri hessAri
SetFunction[var, func] SetFScalarGrad[fvarsg, func] SetFScalarHess[fvarsg, func]
ReadyFunctionQ[ ] ReadyScalarGradQ[ ] ReadyScalarHessQ[ ]

fValue[int] fValueScalarG[fintsg] fValueScalarH[fintsg]
dfValue[int] gradValueG[fintsg] gradValueH[fintsg]
ddfValue[int] hessValue[fintsg]

dfEval[var, fun, int] fgEvalG[fvarsg, func, fintsg] fgEvalH[fvarsg, func, fintsg]
ddfEval[var, fun, int] fghEvalH[fvarsg, func, fintsg]

SetFVectorGrad[fvarsg, ffuncsg] SetFVectorHess[fvarsg, ffuncsg]
ReadyVectorGradQ[ ] ReadyVectorHessQ[ ]

fValueVectorG[fintsg] fValueVectorH[fintsg]
JacValueG[fintsg] JacValueH[fintsg]

fJEvalJGrad[fvarsg,ffuncsg,fintsg] fJEvalJHess[fvarsg,ffuncsg,fintsg]

Table 6: Mathematica packages, resp. functions, interfacing the C-XSC modules for auto-
matic di�erentiation ddf ari, hess ari, grad ari.

Version 5.2 or latter. It was tested on a Linux PC. The exact details of building the executables
di�er from platform to platform and can be found in the MathLink materials that come with the
particular distribution.
5.1 Implementation Issues
Any of the MathLink compatible programs ddfAri, gradAri, hessAri presents an interesting
example of extending the Mathematica kernel. These programs involve a rather complicated inter-
action between the external C-XSC code, the parsing software communicating functional expres-
sions, the Mathematica package code, and the kernel. Some interesting design and programming
issues that arose in their development will be partly discussed here.

MathLink [4, 18] and the implemented basic software communicating functional expressions
allow any external C-XSC function to be called from withinMathematica appropriately. According
to MathLink technology [17, 18], the following steps constitute the development process of every
MathLink-compatible program:

1. Create a template �le (cf. gradAri.tm) whose main purpose is to establish a correspondence
between the functions that will be called fromMathematica and the respective external C++
functions that will call the C-XSC functions.

2. A corresponding communication module (gradAri.cpp) should be written in C++ to com-
bine the template �le with the basic software communicating functional expressions and the
external C-XSC software.

3. Process the MathLink template information and compile all the source code.
4. Install the binary in the current Mathematica session.
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We assume the reader is familiar with the basics of MathLink technology [4, 17, 18]. Some details
about the connectivity between Mathematica and external interval programs can be found in [13].

The Mathematica package code is included in the template �le gradAri.tm. Thus, when
installing the MathLink connection in Step 4 above, all the functions involved in the package will
be ready for use. The structure of gradAri.tm is as follows:
:Evaluate: BeginPackage["gradAri`"]

... the usage messages for all functions and names visible in Mathematica, e.g.
:Evaluate: SetFScalarGrad::usage = " ... "

... and so on ...
:Evaluate: Begin["gradAri`Private`"]

... the definitions of all error messages, e.g.
:Evaluate: MLCXSCInitGrad::mlink = "Low-level MathLink error:`1`."

... and so on ...

... the definitions of all Mathematica functions

... the templates of all functions mapping between Mathematica and
functions from the external communication module

:Evaluate: End[]
:Evaluate: EndPackage[]
The basic design of the template �le (resp. the package) is as follows. Any Mathematica code
included in a section of the template �le that begins with :Evaluate: will be evaluated when
the external program is �rst installed. Thus, all the package code is put in :Evaluate: sections.
Some of the functions that are visible to the Mathematica user (such as ReadyScalarGradQ,
ReadyVectorGradQ and SetFScalarGrad, SetFVectorGrad) are named in templates and map
directly to functions in the external communication module. For example, the external functions
ReadyScalarGradQ and ReadyVectorGradQ are so simple that they do not need a Mathematica
wrapping function. Part of the argument checking for SetFScalarGrad and SetFVectorGrad is
done in the Mathematica function speci�cation line :Pattern: of the template, e.g.
:Function: SetFScalarGrad
:Pattern: SetFScalarGrad[varnames_List/; Length[varnames]>0, func_]
The other functions that are visible to the user (such as fValueScalarG, gradValueG, fgEvalG
and their vector-valued analogs) are written in Mathematica. They perform some processing and
error checking of arguments. Then they call public functions (such as ReadyScalarGradQ and
SetFScalarGrad) and/or private functions (such as CalcScalarGrad) which are the ones that are
named in templates and map to functions in the external communication module. For example,
:Evaluate: gradValueG[vals:{__List}/; And@@(Length[#]==2&/@ vals)]:=

Block[{res}, res/; (res=gradValueScalar[vals]; res=!=$Failed)] /;
ReadyScalarGradQ[] ||(Message[MLCXSCErrorGrad::notrdy, msgScalarGrad]; False);

The communication module gradAri.cpp is written in C++ to combine the template �le with
the basic software communicating functional expressions and the external C-XSC software. Thus,
#include "mathlink.h"
#include "ADExpressions/expression.h"
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are involved. The C++ source �le must involve function objects of C-XSC classes supported
by the corresponding C-XSC module for automatic di�erentiation, GradType and GTvector in
grad ari. These C-XSC function objects are de�ned via the two template classes, de�ned in the
basic software communicating functional expressions and providing interactive speci�cation of the
particular functional expression, as follows.
mlcxsc::MLCXSCFunctionScalar<GradType> scalarfunc_grad;
mlcxsc::MLCXSCFunctionVector<GradType> vectorfunc_grad;
GradType sf_grad(const GTvector& x)
{ return scalarfunc_grad(x); }
GTvector vf_grad(const GTvector& x)
{ return vectorfunc_grad(x); }
For each embedded C-XSC function, a C++ function, speci�ed in the template �le, reads the
Mathematica generated data via variables of fundamental C++ data types, initializes new variables
whose data types are speci�c for the particular C-XSC module and after invoking the actual C-
XSC computations transforms the computed result into variables of fundamental C++ data types
that are passed back to Mathematica. All actions necessary for reading, parsing and storing the
functional expressions are done by the Init() function member of the corresponding class from the
basic communication software. However, the functions SetFScalarGrad() and SetFVectorGrad()
must read by themselves a list of variable names involved in the functional expression. A separate
auxiliary function getVariable(), which reads (via suitableMathLink functions), parses and stores
a variable name, is provided in gradAri.cpp. The evaluation of function and/or derivative values
is done via the corresponding C-XSC function. In order to illustrate the two possible evaluation
methods, discussed in Section 2, we have implemented the functions which do a single evaluation
by using a variable of GradType, as in the following code from gradValueScalar()
...
const char* name;
long args;
MLGetFunction(stdlink, &name, &args); //name=List, args>=1, both checked in Mma
ivector vals(args);
... // reading Mma data; rewriting them in C-XSC vals(args)
ivector resgrad;
GradType fx(args);
fx = scalarfunc_grad(GradVar(vals));
resgrad = gradValue(fx);
while implementing the functions evaluating both the function and its derivatives we have used
the straightforward method, as in CalcScalarGrad() below.

interval resf;
ivector resgrad;
fgEvalG(sf_grad, vals, resf, resgrad);
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An important aspect of MathLink programming is the error-checking, respectively triggering
error messages. Some error messages are issued by the Mathematica code, but most errors can
only be detected inside the functions in the external communication module or in the external C-
XSC module. The error messages are de�ned at the place they arise and are communicated via the
exception class MLCXSCFunctionException from the basic communication software. The source �le
gradAri.cpp contains a separate function PrintErrorMessage() which triggers the error messages
from the MLCXSCFunctionException class to a Mathematica session. This function implements
MathLink programming which is discussed in [13]. Note that the message names, de�ned in the
template �les, are associated with dummy Mathematica symbols, eg. MLCXSCErrorGrad. These
symbols are di�erent in the three Mathematica AD packages so that the latter be loaded and used
simultaneously.

The communication module also contains a standard main function which is speci�c for the
particular operating system.
5.2 Using the Packages
After the gradAri.tm and gradAri.cpp �les have been processed and compiled to produce an
executable �le called gradAri, the latter (containing the corresponding package) is ready to be
launched in any Mathematica session. This is done with the Install function:
In[1] := lnkG = Install["gradAri"]
Out[1] = LinkObject[./gradAri, 2, 2]
Note that there is no separate package �le to be loaded. The gradAri` context and all its de�nitions
have been loaded automatically.
In[2] := $Packages
Out[2] = {gradAri`, Global`, System`}
All three packages from Table 6 can be installed in one and the same Mathematica session and be
used simultaneously. The function Names will give you the names of all public symbols from the
speci�ed context:
In[3] := Names["gradAri`*"]
Out[3]={fgEvalG fJEvalJGrad,fValueScalarG, fValueVectorG, gradValueG, JacValueG,
MLCXSCErrorGrad,ReadyScalarGradQ,ReadyVectorGradQ,SetFScalarGrad, SetFVectorGrad}
and by the online help one can get the syntax and the purpose of each one.
In[4] := ?SetFScalarGrad
Out[4] = SetFScalarGrad[{varName1, ...}, function] initializes a global variable
with the functional expression of 'function' in the variables specified by
varName1, .... The result is $Failed if there is some error in the
initialization, and Null otherwise.

Now, we initialize a scalar function f = 2 �P10i=1 x2i in 10 variables and evaluate it in the
interval [�1; 1] for each variable. Since the variables are many, we use indexed variables and
Mathematica functions for generating the functional expression and the lists of variable names and
variable values.
In[5] := SetFScalarGrad[Table[x[i],{i,10}], 2 - Sum[x[i]^2, {i,10}]]
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The output Null of the successful evaluation of SetFScalarGrad is not visible.
In[6] := ReadyScalarGradQ[ ]
Out[6] = True
In[7] := fValueScalarG[Table[{-1, 1}, {i, 10}]]
Out[7] = {-8., 2.}

For the evaluation of vector-valued functions and their derivatives, C-XSC modules for AD
impose the restriction (which is followed by the interface) that the number of speci�ed variables
must be equal to the dimension of the function.
In[10] := SetFVectorGrad[{x}, {x, 1 - x, x^2}]
MLCXSCErrorGrad::illargs : Illegal arguments: Init:
The number of variables must be equal to the dimension of the function.
Out[10] = $Failed
However, one variable name can be repeated many times in the list of variable names. The
list of variable names facilitates the functional expression parsing, it is not used by the C-XSC
modules. The evaluation stage uses the list of interval values for the initialization of GTVariable
or HTVariable vectors. For a variable involved in the functional expression, the implementation
takes the interval value corresponding to that variable and the correspondence is established by
the variable number in the list. If a list of variable names involves more than one occurrence of the
same variable name, the evaluation stage takes that interval from the list of variable values which
corresponds to the �rst occurrence of the variable name in the list.
In[11] := SetFVectorGrad[{x, x, y}, {x, y - 1, x^2}]
In[12] := JacValueG[Table[{-1, 1}, {i, 3}]]
Out[12] = {{{1.,1.}, {0.,0.}, {0.,0.}},

{{0.,0.}, {0.,0.}, {1.,1.}}, {{-2.,2.}, {0.,0.}, {0.,0.}}}
Dummy variables can be also used which makes possible the guaranteed evaluation of constants.
In[13] := fJEvalJGrad[{x}, {Hold[Sqrt[3]]}, {{1,2}}]
Out[13] = {{{1.73205, 1.73205}}, {{{0., 0.}}}}

C-XSC runtime errors during the evaluations cannot be checked and cause closing the connec-
tion but the corresponding C-XSC message is displayed in a separate stderr window as shown in
Figure 1.

The Mathematica interface for C-XSC routines provides more possibilities for controlling the
conversion input errors. Inexact quantities can be enclosed either by the Mathematica function
Interval
In[14] := SetFScalarGrad[{x}, Interval[2.3]*x]

fValueScalarG[{{1, 2}}] // FullForm
Out[15] = List[2.2999999999999994`, 4.6000000000000005`]
or by an interval enclosure in C-XSC using the techniques discussed in Section 2 (cf. [6]) and
wrapping in the Hold function.
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Figure 1: Output of various C-XSC runtime error messages.

In[16] := SetFScalarGrad[{x}, Hold[Divide[23,Interval[{10,10}]]]*x]
fValueScalarG[{{1, 2}}] // FullForm

Out[17]//FullForm = List[2.3`,4.6000000000000005`]
The representation of a mathematical function in di�erent expression forms is very important

for the interval computations. The symbolic interface of C-XSC enables evaluation of functions in
di�erent forms via the Hold function. The next simple examples demonstrate the lack of inverse
interval addition
In[18] := fgEvalG[{x}, Hold[x-x], {{-1,1}}]
Out[18] = {{-2., 2.}, {{0., 0.}}}
and not associativity of computer interval operations. Hold is used below to change the order of
adding the summands and to apply division instead of power function.
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In[19] := data = {{-1,-1}, {1,1}, {1,1}}; vars = {x,y,z};
SetFScalarGrad[vars, Hold[Divide[x,10]+Divide[y,10]]+Hold[Divide[z,1000]]]
FullForm[u=fValueScalarG[data]]

Out[21]//FullForm = List[0.000999999999999986`, 0.001000000000000014`]
In[22]:=SetFScalarGrad[vars,Hold[Divide[z,1000]+Divide[y,10]]+Hold[Divide[x,10]]]

FullForm[v=fValueScalarG[data]]
MapThread[SameQ, {u,v}]

Out[23]//FullForm = List[0.0009999999999999731`, 0.0010000000000000148`]
Out[24] = {False, False}

6 Conclusion and Further Work
The integration of C-XSC automatic di�erentiation modules in the environment of Mathematica
via MathLink communication protocol brings dynamics and interactivity in the execution of the
respective C-XSC modules working with nonlinear functions.

The present work is a step towards a completed general framework for connectivity and in-
teroperability between Mathematica and C-XSC. This will be a general Mathematica interface
allowing the full collection of C-XSC interval and dotprecision data types, as well as the C-XSC
problem solving modules to be accessible interactively from Mathematica without any modi�cation
of the original C-XSC source code. While the syntactical interoperability between Mathematica
and C-XSC is provided essentially by MathLink communication protocol, the major e�orts should
be devoted to providing semantic interoperability | the ability to automatically interpret the in-
formation exchanged, as de�ned by the end users, meaningfully and accurately in order to produce
useful results.

ADExpressions is an auxiliary software tool that communicates and provides compatibility
between the representation of nonlinear functions speci�ed asMathematica expressions and objects
of suitable classes supported by the C-XSC automatic di�erentiation modules. Its purpose is
to facilitate the implementation of external MathLink programs that integrate C-XSC routines
for, or routines based on, automatic di�erentiation arithmetic. ADExpressions will facilitate the
implementation of any other MathLink program that use the C-XSC AD arithmetic. For example,
Mathematica functions implementing new numerical methods based on AD may use this software.

As a proof of communicating functional expressions concept, we have implemented threeMath-
Link compatible programs supporting the packages ddfAri, gradAri, hessAri that integrate in
Mathematica the respective C-XSC modules for automatic di�erentiation. The framework and
the basic ADExpressions software will be further used for embedding in Mathematica the C-XSC
nonlinear problem solving modules based on automatic di�erentiation arithmetic. Automatic dif-
ferentiation of complex-valued functions is not supported in C-XSC and therefore by the presented
here communication software. In the same time, the set of elementary mathematical functions
enlisted in Tables 3 and 4 can be evaluated for complex-valued real/interval variables. A separate
work could provide a more generic framework allowing communication of real or complex-valued
interval functions evaluated by the expanded set of C-XSC elementary functions. Another in-
teresting direction of future investigation is the ability of both systems to exchange dot-product
expressions and results.

Although the current work focuses on one-way communication | the embedding of C-XSC
functionality in the environment of Mathematica, it can help the respective work on using the
Mathematica kernel from within C-XSC programs.
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